“Tender notification”

Two step tender for Purchase of third part Equipment and Accessories of the Siazakh right bank irrigation system. (from ETDB loan agreement)

Kurdistan regional water company intends to carry out two step tender for contract of purchase, delivery, installations and implementation of the pumps, electromechanical, hydro mechanicals of the pumping stations 4 and 5 Siazakh tailrace left bank irrigation system along with technical qualification according to the information and description mentioned in the following table and in full compliance with tender's law and its execution by laws.

1) **Tenderer**: Kurdistan regional water company, Sanandaj, pasdaran ave., next to tourism guesthouse, tel: (+98 87) 33622949-51 & 33622947.

2) **Consulting Engineers**: Ab-Niru consulting engineers, Tehran, N.sohrevardi ave., #18 Sinak way, 1579-43714, Tel: (+98 21)88754753-4, 88747092, Fax:88759345.

3) **Project Management (PMC), name & address**: Tamavan consulting engineers, #1 of 2\textsuperscript{nd}. Street, S. Kaj str., Fatemi ave. Tehran Iran.

4) **Tender subject, in brief**: Supply, delivery and installation of Hydro Mechanical Equipment as of electro pumps, Valves, Collectors and Electricals as of Transformers, Instrumentation and all other related equipment and accessories, along with detailed studies, exploitation and putting into operation with training and directing the operation personnel.

5) **Budget and Payment**: From the loan granted by ECO Trade and Development Bank (ETDB), against the delivery documents, during contract period.

6) **Project’s estimated value**: based on free market prices in 2015 within 8 months period.

7) **Place of delivery**: 25 Km from Divandareh before bijar, Kurdistan province.

8) **Participants requirements**: Bidders should be representative or to submit producing factory’s commitments, in terms of delivery of the contract requirements, and shall be graded one by SPAC to be valid by the end of 2015. for performance of their undertakings, and foreign bidders should enter into a 49 / 51 percent joint partnership with local bidders.

9) **Date, Deadline and location to submit documents**: Qualified participants may offer their letters of intent during business hours between 2015/06/25 to 2015/07/04 to Tamavan consulting engineers (PMC), and purchase the prequalification documents.

10) **Tender documents**: The participants will send the completed prequalification documents to Tamvan Consulting Engineers within the date of 2015/0711 up to 2015/07/14 for assessment. Those Participants whom will be qualified by the committee consist of the client, Engineer and PMC will be invited to buy the bidding documents.

11) The supplier should not be firm/entities blacklisted by any of the regulatory authorities, tax authorities, professional associations, MDBs/IFS, etc. In addition the suppliers shall no be in the sanction list of UN.

**Kurdistan regional water company**